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PRICE, THREE CENTS

prence i¿
AN UP-TO DATE ADVERTISING MEDIUM

WATER SUPPLY
PROVED PURE
Come See Tire
•

HATS TRIMMED WHILE
YOU WAIT

New Line Just
In.g Right now

The

very thing you want
in the MILLINERY
Wear at the Lowest

Prices.

Miss A. Morrill
Main Street
BIDDEFORD MAINE

K. H. S. LOSE
EAST GAME
The' Kennebunk High School team
* journiéd to;the Port last Saturday and
were defeated by the “Ports” in a close
10-inning game, the score being 6-5.
The game furnished a lot of excitement
for the fans and but for the “jinx”
camping on the local boys’ trail, they
would have returned home victors.
Eldridge started throwing the “pill”
for the Port team and at the end of the
game had ten strikeouts to his credit.
Titcomb started the game in the
pitcher’s box arid for sevén innirigs>de^
livered “good ball. ” In the eighth he
yvàs relieved by .Saunders. . Thé...Fort
fans started in to get the grammar
school boy’s “goat” but he proved that
it took more than noise, to maté him
nervous. All the local boys di,d ex;
ceedingly well and with the exception
of two costly errors play ed good ball.
The Kennebunk High team in stick
work and good judgment ate there but
rather weak in» stealing, and sliding to
the bases.- A little more' practice in
this branch and Kennebunk will have a
team to be proud of,
The score:—
KENNEBUNKPORT H. S. <
ab - r bh po a e
Gould, c
1 1 0* 13 2 0
McCabe, 2b
5 0 0 1
0
Eldridge, p
5 0 2 0 5 P
Day, lb .
5 0 0 9 0 o1
5 w 0 1 9 1
Hufehinspn, cf
■Gooch, 3b
.'5
0 ,3 " o 1
Clough, ss
4 2 f Ì 2 1
4 1 0 2 ■ 0 0
Baker, rf
4
Ò I Q- 0 Q
Maling, If
38 6 3 30 li 3
KENNEBUNK H. S;
ab r bh PP te
Burke, 2b
5 0 0. 1 2 o
4
1 1 0 0
Dane, rf
Lunge, lb
4 io 2 13 1 J)
J. Davis, 3b
4 felt 1. 2 4
Littlefield, ss
4 Ö 1 2 1 1
jR. Davis, If
4 0 0 1: 0 8
4 2 2 0 0 B
Hatch, cf
Titcomb, p
3 0 . 0 1 4 i
4 0 0 8 2 0
Darville, c
0 0 0 0 o o
Saunders, p
■ . I.~.■ . - ' —..
36 5 o 29 14 4
Innings —’‘2' 3 4 5 6 ?7-' 8 9 Yo
K’p’t.
0 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 0 1— 6
H. H. S. 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 ó— 5
Two-base hit, Lunge. Three-base hit,
J. Davis. Hits, off Eldridge 7, Titcomb
2, Saunders 1. Double play, J. Davis
to Lunge to J. Davis. First base on
balls, off Titcomb 5, Eldridge 1.' Struck
-out, by Titcomb 4, Eldridge 10/ Saun
ters 2. Tiine 2h. Umpire McBride.

Concert and Dramatic Art
w

On Friday, May 28th, at Mousam
Dpera House a first class program ,of
music and dramatic art will be presenti ►ed under the auspices of Mess’rs. Fairfield and Deusinger. Among the artists
' will be Mr. and Mrs. Hugh "’William
" Towne of Boston and Portland who were
.so warmly received at the. Odd Fellows
anniversary of May 6th. They will appear with their company in three of
their most successful sketches. Mr.
Densinger will play at least two num
bers and a vocal soloist has been en
gaged. The’evening promises to be one.
of rare satisfaction to all lovers pf
music and wHplesdme amusement. Se
cure you? seats early. ^'Tickets on sale?
at Bodge’s.
. 5

THE MAN OF THE HOUR

ACTIVITIES IN
LOCAL LODGES

Report from State Laboratory
Nullifies Agitation

Odd Fellows and Knights of
Pythias Anniversaries

HIGH STANDARD RETAINED

0. E, S. GUEST NIGHT

As soon as the recent question as to
the purity of our water supply was
raised Manager West, in spite of the
fact th at an analysis of the water had
been made but a short time previously
submitted another sample to the State
Laboratory of Hygiene. The findings
at the Laboratory were returned Mon
day and are published below, further
cpmihent being deemed unnecessary.

Mousam lodge' of Odd' Fellows on
Thursday evening celebrated the seven
tieth anniversary of its inception, more
than300 guests with lodge members being|present when Frank H. Bàrrett,
chaffman of3 the entertainment com
mittee opened the evening’s program
with a brief address of welcome,
The program was unusually well se
lected and included vòcal solos by Harry
F. Fairfield his opening number “A
Perfect Day.” being especially appreci
ate® and generously applauded, George
A. Gilpatric read a brief" history of thelodge; Ernest As Garter, a sleight-^
hana artist, contributed several inter
esting and mystifying ' tricks a.id- kept
the ^audience .guessing “what next?”
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh William Towne ap
peared together and separately in sev
eral songs, recitations and vaudeville
sketches of a high order and W. F.
Densinger furnished three delightful
vipiih selections.
Slipper followed the entertainment it
being found necessary to arrange the
tables three; separate times before all
were finally served.
The following efficient committee had
charge of the observance: Albert W*
Blagdon, chairman ; Frank H. Barrett,
entertainment; Byron C. Hall, banquet;
William F. Waterhouse,- reception and
George^ A. Gilpatric. historian. '
Oddfellowship made its appearance in
the State of Maine in 1843 and is ¡of
English origin. Mousam lodge was the
26 th in the state and was instituted on
May 8th, 1845. It has met with varying
fortunes. In the early days secret so
cieties were looked upon with suspicion
and several of the members, to avoid
defection by outside acquaintances, èritered the meetings by a circuitous
route. The body rose, however, su
perior to its Critics and today thejittle
triple-link emblem is worn and:revered
by more more than a million and a half
of American men. Mousam lodge mov
ed into its present home in 1896 anef at
the present time has 263 members.

State of Maine
Laboratory of Hygiene
Augusta .
May 10th‘, 1915
Mousam Water Company,
Kennebunk, Maine.
Gentlemen:—
Analysis of the sample of water from
your supply, sent to me on the 3rd in-stant,.shows this water to be in safe
condition to use for drinking purposes.
There is no chemical or bacterial evi
dence of pollution of this water with
sewage wastes or with polluted surface
wash. -The water is very highly coll
ored at this time, and contains much
dissolved vegetable material, which has
come from the washing out ’ of the
swampsand low-lands along the stream
by the recent heavy rains. While this7
vegetable stain affects the color of the
water it does not make it unhealthful,
or give it the power to cause infectious
disease.
; Very truly yours,
H. D. Evans, Director?

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED

SLAUGHTER
MUST STOP
Explanation to be* Demanded
by President Wilson
SITUATION IS GRAVE

President Wilson has practically de
cided on the first step in the policy
which the United States government
will pursue as a result of the sinking of
the British liner Lusitania with the re
sultant loss of more than a hundred
American lives.
Prompt action will be taken and a
communication drawn up by the Presi
dent and unanimously approved by the
cabinet at once sent to Germany.
WATER ANALYSIS
It is understood an explanation will be
Parts per 100,000
demanded for the series of incidents
No.—9936
which have occurred since the procla
From—Mousam Water Co., Kennebunk
mation of the war zone around the^Bric-i
Date of Collection—May 3, 1915
ish Isles—the sinking of the Falaba
Date of Analysis—May 5, 1915
causing the death of Leon C. Thresher;'
Odor -i Cold—0
uaor 1 Hot—Veg.
an American citizen, the attack by Ger
Color—10.5
man airmen on the American steamer
Turbidity—0.3
Cushing, the torpedoing of the Ameri
Sediment—0
(Total—5,7 ~
can ship Gulflight and the destruction
Solids ■] Fixed—-2.8
without warning of the Cunard liner
( Volatile—2.9^
Lusitania.
Ammonia | AlbumFnMd^-0^138
. 'T’he note, asks that a guarantee be
Chlorine—0.28
given that hereafter unarmed merchant
Nitrate—0
vessels carrying ifOn-combatants be
Nitrite—0
visited and searched when encountered
Oxygen Consumed—1.28
on the high seas by the German navy
Hardness—1.3 •
Alkalinity—0.4
and passengers and crew transferred to
Iron—0.025
a place of safety before any prize *is
Lead - 0
destroyed.
(0.1C.C.—0
Those close to the President state that
B. Coli jlO.c.c.—0
(1.0c.c.—0
he is determined to act firmly and deal
Bacteria per C.C.—210
with each situation as it arises and fur
thermore that he is by no means una
ware of or unprepared for the possible
Special Town Meeting
eventualities of the present crisis and
knows that circumstances and events
A special town meeting has been call over which the United States has no
ed for next Saturday at 2 p.m. to act on control might make vigorous action
necessary.
the following two matters:
To sée if the town, will vote to lay and
construct á drain beginning on the west
“The Hand of the Law”
erly side of the road leading from Ken
nebunk Village to and through Kennebúnk Landing beginning on said roád at The Allan Dramatic Club will present
the easterly corner of land of D. Web “The Hand of the Law', a rural drama
ster Littlefield or owner, thence run in three acts by Charles• R, Angell at
ning in an easterly direction across said Mousam Opera House Some time next
road and over land of John W. Tripp, month with the. following cast:—|ft
of Edwin W. Kelley, across' Crocker: Dan Chamberlain, a young lawyer,
afterward prosecuting attorney,
lane and still on over land of heirs of
... Arthur H. Hayes
Thomas Crocker to Kennebunk Rivet, Ruben Hazelton, a victim of drink,
and if so, to see how much money said
Walter H. Hobbs
town will vote to raise for such purpose Squire Evans, owner of the grist mill,
J. Frank Warren
and how the same shall be raised and by
Ezra, a village lad, Gideon W. Authier,
whom expended. ■
Te see if the town will voté to raise Luke Higgins, Sheriff of Bradford
County,
■
W. H. Littlefield
the sum of. five hundred dollars ór such
Judkins, a tin badge detective
other sum as may be deemed wise to be Abner
and employee of the Hazelions
expended by the road commissioner ip
Maurice S. Costellow
the.middle or village district in said Mrs. Hazelton, wife of Ruben,
Gertrude M. Ricker
town and to se$ how the same shall be
Grace Evans, daughter of the Squire .
raised.
Mary A. E. Webb
Edith Hazelton, daughter fif- Ruben;
Frances R. Hutchin s
Fire at Counter Works
Sally Snodgrass, maid of all work,
Myrtle E. Lowell
A fire started this (Wednesday) morn
ing at. the Counter Shop boiler roonj
which would have been a serious affair Kennebunk Rifles 17764915
but for the quick action of the Fire
Co.
It has been decided to name The new
The blaze was first noticed by Mr. military the “Kennebunk Rifles” after
¡William Smith, a workman in the a company organized in town in 1776.
boiler roorii. It is reported that the fire The intense interest manifested at the
caught from a spark from the welding5 start is being maintained and- thé drills
machine. It demanded lively action on on Thursday and Monday evenings were
the part of the firemen to fight ■ the well attended. The marching move
blaze owing to there being so much oil ments are being rapidly learned and it
in the room. -•
is planned to make astart oh the rnànual
of arms at the drill tomorrow night.
..Miss Margaret Haley, of Lawrence,
Mrs. Hay spent Sufiday in Sanford
Mass., was the guest last week of her
with friends.
’
?
hunt, Miss Helen Richards.

The 36th anniversary of the institution
of Myrtle lodge, No. 19, Knights of Py
thias was cèlébrated at Castle hall last.
Wednesday evening about 350 members
with invited friends being presént at the
banquet and entertammént.
The following banquet was carried
out and much enjoyed by all present.?
Selection,
"
Arion Orchestra'
Address of Welcome,
Chancellor Com. Clarence Webber
Selection,
.
Orchestra
Supper
Orchestra
Selection,
Miss Fitch
Reading,
Prof. Hybert
Violin Solo,
Duet,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brown
- Orchestra
Selection,
Miss'Fifeh
Reading.
Bro. Leroy C. Nason
Clarinet Solo,
Mr. Brown
Vocal Solo, Remarks,
Visitors and others
Myrtle lodge has 312 members andin
size is the fourth in the State of Maime.
It was organized May. 5, 1879 with . 29
charter members of whom 20 still sur
vive. Charles W. Cousens was the first
chancellor commander and on Wednesday.evening was present and received
many congratulations.
The following committee had charge
of the entertainment: W. H. Littlefield,
W. E. Warren, C. A. Rose, C. D. Nason
and O. H. Whittaker.
Madonna Chapter O. E. S. celebrated
their fifth annual Guest Night Tuesday
evening, May 11th in the Masonic Hall.
Over 250 members and frierids were
present and great credit was due the
committees that it was so successful.
The program was as follows :—
Address of Welcome,
Past Patron, George A. Gilpatric
Selection by-the Colonial Orchestra
Dutch song and dance,
’
Miss Porothy Gray
Orchestra J
Miss Dorothy Gray
Character Song,
Miss Nellie Parsons
Piano’Solo, , '
Miss Dorothy Giay
Reading, .
Spanish Song and Dance,
Miss Dorothy Gray
Miss Nellie Parsons
Vocal Solo,
Orchestra
Refreshments were served at the
close of the program following which
the banquet halT was cleared for danc
ing which many enjoyed until a late
hour.
Tomorrow will be the solemn festivac
of the Ascension of Our Lord. . It is a
holy day of obligation in the Catholi
church.

Before Buying
Your New Automobile Investigate the

PULLMAN CARS
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The Pullman Junior
On exhibition at Chamberlin’s Garage.
Read Specifications in brief and compare with any
1,000 car on the market to-day.

25-30 Horse Power Four Cylinder Motor, Enclosed
Valvesf Force Feed Oiling System, with sight feed on
dash. Stromberg Carburetor, Electric Starting and Light
ing system. Honeycomb Radiator, Selective Three Speed
Transmission, Multiple Disc Clutch, running in'oil. Full
Floating Rear Axle, Semi-elliptic Front and Full Canti
lever Rear Springs, 16 inch Steering Wheel, Beautiful
Streamline; Five Passahger Body, Brewster Green Finish
with Black Enamel Crowned Fenders, “U” Type Conceal
ed Hinged Doors.. Clear and Rain Vision, Ventilating
Windshield, Cowl Dash, One-man Top, Electric Horn,
Stewart Speedometer, 110 inch Wheel Base, 30x3 & 1-2
inch Tires, with Non-skid on the Rear Wheels. Full Kit
of Tools, Jack and Pump,

$765 Delivered el your Door
Other models as follows $1850, and the 6-48 at $2350
with Vulcan Electric Gear-shift $150. extra.
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Kennebunk, Me

Unusual Opportunity tor Music Instruction

Summer School of Music
STUDIO 47 MAIN STREET
KENNEBUNK, MAINE

H. F. FAIRFIELD

W. F. HEUSINGER

Pianoforte

Violin

SESSION —June 2 to Sept. 8, 1915, inclusive
TUITION—Special Summer Prices
.15 Weekly Lessons,.
$12.50
or 30 Semi-Weekly Lessons,
$22.50
Payable in advance or $1 per lesson until full
amount is paid

No lessons excused and all lessons at studio

1865—------- FIFTY YEARS OLD-------- ——1915

The Provident Life and Trust Co
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OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

What is the Best Form of Policy?
“ WRITE FOR LEAFLET^

1865

LOWEST; MORTALITY

pow

1915

FREEMAN M. GRANT, General Agent for Maine
HARRY T. STIMSON, Special Agent
702 Fidelity Building
Tel. 1501
PORTLAND, MAINE
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k
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE
DEVOTED TO THE GENERAL
INTERESTS OF YORK COUNTY.
Issued every Wednesday by
ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD.
Editor and Publisher
Printed at The Enterprise Press
Office
Kennebunk, Maine.

Grandpap on Modern
Methods

Our Aim is to Please
The Public

By some durn fool scheme of tilin’
John bias dreaned the pesky slough
In the medder. Now he’s spilin’
Fer some other trick tu do,
Drat his picter! Him’n Lizzie
Al’ays has their elbows bent.
All last winter John was busy
Makin’ fence posts of se-ment.

John has got a patent dingus
Advertising Rates made known on Tu divide the milk and cream,
And he’s built a konkreet thirigus
application.
Filled with some dum fodder scheme
Correspondence is desired trom any Fer tu feed the drated cattle.
Tu
increase their milk supply, \
interested parties, relative to town
He says half the farmin’ battle
and county. matters.
Is the what, the when and why.
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Price 25c

1915

prices as low in proportion

Bowdoin’s

N. W. Kendall

THE ATKINS SHOE CO

1 v

and

Allen, Sterling & Lothrop

curtains,

line

IN

made

Window shades

Fixtures,

etc.

Wem
chine dest
togate JSa
Canvasser

Same place.

N.W.Kcndall

Carries one of the largest lines H. N. EAMES, Y. M. D
Biddeford
VETERINARY SURGEON
of Footwear in York county
There is no finer assortment of Ladies’ Pumps,
Colonials and Rubber Soled Oxfords this side of Port
land.
We make a specialty of Outing Shoes of all kinds
suitable for men, women and children, and carry a full
line of standard goods for all purpqses,
We have all the modem machinery necessary for
repairing shoes promptly and one of the best workmen
in the country is in charge of this department.

E. H. ATKINS, flanager

and PHYSICIAN
Graduate of U. of Penn. State
Veterinary Deputy.

BUY YOUR HAIR GOODS

Phone io6

CARLES’ HAIR

STORE

518 Congress St,

Portland

SANFORD, ME

WM. J. STORER
INSURANCE

—OF—

Made from FIST QUALITY Hair only
We do not use any Chinese Hair in this
store.
•
We will send goods on approval to

DINAN

JOHN F. DEAN

The Jeweler and Optician

NICHOLS & CO

253 Main St.

THE ARION ORCHESTRA

146 MAIN STREET, BIDDEFORD
We want all the old customers as Well as our new friends to pay
c.
us a visit

For terms and particulars telephone

A Special 10 Days sale that You Can’ (Afford to Miss

153-3, Kennebunk,„Me.

Sale price, 6 l-2c
.“
“ yd, 8c
“
“
9c
“
“ each 69c
19c

BIG BARGAINS IN

COTTON UNDERWEAR
Ladies’ Hamburg trimmed Drawers, S. P.
“ 69c White Skirts,
“ 69c Combinations,
“ 69c Night Robes,
“ 50c Robes,
*•* 50c Black Skirts, “
‘‘
87c House Dresses,
“
75c “
“
small size “
Cotton Rugs for your camps, only 25c each
Full size Sheets, 59c value, 45c each

sample Skirts
at 2.19 and 2.98

Shirt Waists

19c
50c
49c
49c
39c
36c
69c
49c

Ready to Wear

Another big Purchase
of Sample Garments
to be sold at from 25
to 50 per cent under
price Come and.bring
your friends

„ Sample Coats
& Dresses
4.98-6.98-9.98

98c each

NICHOLS & CO.. 146 Main Street
BIDDEFORD

-

MAINE

TeL163M

We should be pleased to call and quote special priqes to Hotels
and Restaurants. Telephone us and revérse the charge
YOUR MONEY BACK IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED

of riarde
***•
O

CLARINET
French Method

I36 Main Street

Biddeford

THE JEWELER
KENNEBUNKPORT, ME.

Tel. 246-3

For Sale

PIANO
Faelten System

Coats,
LEROY NASON
Dresses
------ ! Teacher of------and Skirts CLARINET and PIANO

Shirt Waists purchased direct
from the mfrs, at a big sacrifice
Not all sizes in every style but
all sizes from 34 to 44 are here.
$1.25, 1.38 and 1.50 Shirt Waists
all at one price

10 dozen White and Colored

Dealer In

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers
is prepared to furnish music
for all occasions

40 in. brown sheeting 8c value,
10c Pereale, full 36 inch,
12 l-2c Dress Ginghams,
75c White Spreads,
25c Turkish Towels,

Iw
orsina,
k -Ihi
business

Biddeford

The new proprietors of the

OLD STAPLES STORE

■ ' . A.i
electric,1
set of
only $2
in York
of 35 {
would e
amount
I hi
mtchanj

• Fidelity Phoenix Fire Ins. Co.
responsible people. We make every
American Central Ins. Co.
conceivable kind of hair piece, in all
Detroit Fire and Marine Ins. Co, shades of hair.
_ Wells Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
We- also make switches from your
own combings, that are made right and
ME.
WELLS
a pleasure for you to wear for
$2.50

KENNEBUNKPORT, ME,

DOCK SQUARE

Bargains in Watches and Clocks

Advertise With Us

wall paper
AMÉRICA.

Portlam, He.

of Kennebunkport

Miss (

received. All prices from Jc up

Send for 1915 Catalogue

Dear Editor:—
,
Perhaps your readers will be further
interested in view of present circum
Wells—Harley Moulton.
stances in learning how my husband
Ogunquit—W. F. Cousens,
and I with several others, of different
nationalities manoeuvered our way out
Swat the fly early hnd be spared, the, of Brussels to London.
We had been shut up there under
necessity of swatting often.
German rule, (or tyranny) and military
law a few weeks (practically prisoners)
On board the Lusitania as there were in a city so changed, as to be hardly
on the ill-fated liner Titanic were’ recognizable. The gay, bright, beauti
many prominent people. Their behavior ful town had become a miserable,
in both cases was typically American' dreary place. No newspapers, no letand emphasizes the fact that confidence! ters, no trains, no anything! No places
was not misplaced by the many who re of amusement open, cafes closed at
garded them as ideals. The world’s1 nine o’clock, and Germans, Germans,
loss is Heaven’s gain else the blow everywhere. -We had attempted to
would be too hard for humanity to bear. get away more than once, but failed;
some advised that it was absolutely
The crying of the “water babies” safe to. stay, and others that Brussels
failed to arouse the town to any great; sooner or later would be bombarded,
extent and those uriruly and over-fussy so we concluded to go or stay was
“infants” will have to get along the equally good.
best they can. We trust the cleaning I myself visited the wise and kind
of the Standpipe, which was in not near Adolph Max and he endeavored to ob
as bad a condition as claimed, should tain a pass for us from the German
prove efficient as a soothing syrup how Governor but without success. How
ever without the aid of drugs until an ever, to make a long story short we
age of discretion is reached.
started; feeling like other Americans
stranded on the Continent that “If we
The movement for a cessation from could reach England we did not care
local sports on Memorial Day seems to what happened!”
be gaining ground and it is devoutly .With all the baggage we could possi
wished that the day may be generally bly carry we left the “Bourse” for
regarded as a holy day rather than a “Place Ninove” and from there at 8
holiday. The soldiers of the Union,liv a. m. we travelled in a steam train to
ing and dead, are worthy of even, great a village called Ninove also. At this
er respect than anyone can tender but place our guide procured a large cov
we all can do our best to show that ered^ work wagon with .-two horses.
their sacrifices are appreciated. We With our baggage in the bottom of the
cart and planks for ’seats we started
. will be better Americans for it.
on our journey on a gloriously fine day.
With an American flag flying in front
The jitney bus is a new thing, but the
deacons have long been used to the ap of our wagon. This flag was given to
pearance of the jitney collection^—San my husband the day we left the U. S.
ford Tribune.
by a very dear lady friend, who lives
It is gratifying to learn that the in Lynn and who will be pleased to
churches in our neighboring town are know it has become quite historic.
doing business on even a 5-cent rather In all the villages the people .flocked
than a button basis as the jitney is ad to look at us, seeming to have neither
mittedly of more service to the poor business nor work.
We were chal
heathen than a pants button. A statue lenged several times by Belgian sol
of “Henry Ford Jitneyizing the World” diers to show passports, - and about
may someday open the road to fame to noon entered “Alost,” and there wait
some obscure but brilliant sculptor and ed in a cafe opposite the Town Hall.
extend a greeting to the Hottentot or Presently we heard firing and rushed
South Sea Islander who visits our out;-to the left of us Belgian soldiers
shores.
were shooting and in a moment we saw
a German soldier run to a bicycle lean
Attention has been called by several ing against a house, but before his
Citizens to the appearance of'the river hands touched it he fell dead, killed jnbank at and above the dam. This is stantly, shot in the head! •. He was
one of our natural beauty spots and carried past us an appaling sight, and
should be made to look as attractive as when one sees things like this one inpossible. Our manufacturing establish deed realizes the horrors of war.
ments back up to it but a view from the As the man who drove the wagon
bridge down river towards the mills of was afraid to go further we sp'ent the
the Leatheroid company is not in, the night at “Alost” and in the afternoon,
lea4st displeasing. The same, can not be saw a bridge/blown up to prevent the
said of the dam and the left bank above Germans using it
it. Boards and other refuse that could Next morning we started again in a
be easily removed are in. evidence and comfortable omnibus for Ghent (Gaud,)
bespeak a section neglected during passing "through “Mele” where we saw
“clean-up’ week, This condition can rows of demolished houses some still
be easily remedied and should be at an smoking and theppor miserable peo
ple lining the streets and begging from
early date.
us. Passing through other small towns
we arrived at Ghent safely and took
• “They whom the Gods would destroy
train for Ostend.
they first make mad. ’ ’ * The sinking of At Bruges - two English tommies
the giant’ liner Lusitania by à German
boarded the tram; they had eluded
torpedo and the attitude taken. on the being taken prisoners, Both had been
matter by German people the world slightly wounded at “Mauberge” and
over emphasizes the opinion long . held had walked to Bruges and were sent to
by many people that the Fatherland is England to join their regiment again.
in reality a nation gone madf Driven
Next morning we took boat for
to a frenzy of hate the fafet that more England and we experienced a very
than a thousand innocent /lives were rough crossing.,
lost, many of them children and hot a I have landed in England many times,
few who had no enmity whatever for under many circumstances, but never
Germany, was cheered and explanations with such relief and thankfulness did
in justification have been freely offered. I set my foot on British soil, as I did
But Germany will some day answer for on September 14th, 1914.
her infamy. She may answer to Eng
Helena Marion Clark.
land and she may answer to America
but answer she must and it will be a
sorry day for Germany. Even warcreated ethics cannot justify this pecul
iar brand of German culture.
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10,000 rolls newest designs just

SEEDS

Formerly Tarbox Market

MAIN

most complete line ever shown
paper hangings and decorations.

STERLING QUALITY'

Water Street

I

258 Main Street

CLEAN and FULL OF LIFE

How We Escaped From
Brussels

Kennebunkport:—E. C. Miller.

P

Native Salt Pork 13c lb., and all other

Boot a
Cust
ishir

Season

“The Rexall Store”

Has a rig for strainin’ honey;
A first-class printing plant In con Railroad en-jines hitched tu plows,
nection. All work done promptly Just got through a-spending money
Fer machines tu suck the cows.
and in up-to-date style.
Bought an auto, Liz is steerin’—
Speck she’ll run it in the ditch,
But they’re both farm engineerin’
ENTERPRISE on Sale at And I guess they’re gettin’ rich.
■ ^Howard C. Kegley

Cape Porpoise—Helen F. Wárd.

WALL
PAPER

One Price to All

Prices plainly marked on all meats

Single Copies, 3 Cents.

The

Eaton, Crane, Pike,
Linen Stationery
EMBOSSED
Latest Thing

A full line of native and western meats

Slack times, Lizzie she’s a helpin’
John a right smart now and then, <
WEDNESDAY, MAY 12 1915
Spec’ly if the kids ain’t yelpin’
But when they need tendin’ then
John’s gas en-jin does the washin’
One Year, in Advance ....$1.00 And dinged if the thing don’t chum,
.25 Way John farms is sure a caution;
Three Months, .....................
W’y them folks has gas tu bum!

Kennebunk.
E. A. Bodge, Brown’s News Stand.
West Kennebunk-*—E. C. Webber

'WANTED!!! AT ONCE.
Man to book orders for reliable and
guaranteed fruit trees and ornam c r.1 a
Whole or part time. ÎNô experience nec
essary.’ Fine outfiit free. Attractive
pay to the hustler.
HOMER NkCHASE & CO.,
26 4t.
x
Auburn, Maine

One of the finest old colonial
houses in Kennebunk, if in
terested enquire of

Studios:—241 Congress St., Portland
106-12 Fletcher St.. Kennebunk

Ter

Enterprise Ads Pay

J. W. Bowdoin

REDUCTION IN

Westinghouse Mazda Lamps
(Best Lamp Made)
10 watt
15 “
20 “
25 ’ “
30 «

All Lamps Guaranteed
6o watt

27c

36c

IOO

65c

150
250

$1.10
$1.80

WEEK OF MAY 3-8 SPECIAL SALE ON

A

El. Hotpoint Grillstove
$3.35
Regular Price $5.00
Call and see them and leave your orders now

bn

NORTON & HARDEN
Main Street, Kennebunk

»,

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK ME.

LOCAL NOTES

May Attractions At The Big Store
A $70,000 Stock of Just the Things You Need
Right Now=the Very Best of Everything at the Very Lowest Prices
A broad comprehensive assortment, embracing the newest spring and summer apparel for Women and
Misses, Boys and Girls and a “Hundred and One” other needfuls at special prices during this May Sale.

Note the Things Wc Speak of Today:
Knit Underwear
FOR WOFIEN

Fine summer Vests, Essex Mills
Special, extra quality
May Sale Prices
12 i-2c, 15c
Swiss Ribbed Vests, perfect fitting,
lace trimmed,
Special for May Sale
25c
Women’s Jersey. Vests of silk lisle,
various styles
, ’ 50c
Women’s Union Suits, fine rib, lace
trimmed, various styles,
May Sale Price
25c
, Women's IJnion Suits, Carter knit,
low neck and shell knee, trimmed.
Price
$1.00
Women’s medium weight Vests
and Pants,
May Sale Prices
25c, 29c, 50c and 62 I-2C

Hosiery
Women’s “Everlasting” Hose six
I pairs guaranteed six months, Black,
white. May Sale
25c
“Duratex” hose, guaranteed satis
factory service.
May Sale
3pairs$i.oo
Women’s “Onyx” sflk hose, blaek,
white and all colors,
Price
_
5pc
Women’s Black Silk Hose with col
ored top, white, green, tan.
Price per pair
$ 1 00
Misses’ yNotaseme” ribbed silk
lisle hose, black, tan, white and light
colors. Price
25c
Misses’ “Serv-u” hose, - Coronet
special. Sizes 5 to 9 1 -2.
Price
12 i-2c

Gloves
FOR SUMMER WEAR

The “Kayser” kind with double fin
ger tip, warranted not to cut through
or wear out at the finger ends with
reasonable wear.
Buy ^Kayser”Gloves at Youland’s.
Women’s and Children’s extra lisle,
black, white, _
Prices
*
25c, 50c
“Kayser*’ real Venetian Gloves in
white Qnly,
Price
/ 5°c
2-Clasp Silk Gloves, black, white,
champagne, all sizes,
Price
(
JOC
12-Button Silk Gloves, “Kayser”
make. Black, white, ^Price
75c
16-Button Silk Gloves, black, white,
pongee,
Price
$1.00
Chameistte Gloves, white, also white
with black back stitching. All kizes,
Prices
25c, 50c
Children’s White Silk Gloves with
8 buttons, double finger tips, sizes, 4,
5, 6, 7, Price
50c

Children’s Dresses
A complete showing for this big
May Sale—300 new dresses in sizes
2 to 14 made of chambray, gingham,
linen, repp and crepe, various models,
including the suspender and double
skirt effects.
Prices 49c, 79c, 98c upwards to $2.98
Children’s White Dresses of lawn,'
also voile, prettily trimmed with fine
lace and embroidery. All new spring
styles.
Prices $1.25, r.50, 1.98 to $5-0°

May Sale of Draperies, Cretonnes, and Drapery

Muslin Underwear

Materials at Department Store Prices

Corset Covers of fine cotton, cam
bric, also nainsook, various styles,
trimmed with lace and embroidery.
May Sale prices, 17c, 19c, 25c, 39c, 50c
Drawers of fitie cotton, also cam
bric, trimmed with fine tucks and
embroidery. May Sale prices
22c, 25c, 35c, 50c
Night Gowns of cotton, cambric
and nainsook, embroidery and lace
trimmed. May Sale prices
29c, 39c, 49c, 59c, 79c, 98c
White Petticoats made of cambric
and nainsook, various styles, including
the new 3-tiered model. Embroidery
trimmed. May Sale prices^ 49c, 59c,
69c, 85c, 98c upwards to $2.78
Chemises of fine cotton, cambric,
crepe and nainsook, trimmed with fine
laces and embroidery. May Sale prices
49c, 79c, 98c and $1.25
Combination Drawers and Cover,
also Skirt and Cover, embroidery and
lace trimmed. May Sale-prices, 49c,'
59c, 79c, 98c upwards to £1.98

Scrim Curtains, finished with lace edge, White and Ecrù, Price,¡Pair
79c
Scrim Curtains, hemstitched with insertion, White aTïd Ecru, Price Pair 98c
Scrim Curtains, various styles, in White and Ecru, Prices $1.25, 1 50 and 1.98
Marquisette Curtains shown in White and Ecru, hemstitched with lace edge,
Prices $1.25, 1.75 and 1.98.
Dutch Curtains; made of Marquisette and Scrim lace edge
Prices $1.50 and 1.75
Sash Curtain Rods: Prices
5e» lc>c, 12e
Drapery Rods in Brass and Oxidized. Prices
10c, 20c, 30c
Drapery Scrim, also Marquisette, White and Ecru. Various border designs.
May Sale prices
8c, 12 i-2c, 15c, 17c; 19c and 25c
Crettonnes in the new spring patterns and colors. Prices 8c, 10c, 12c, 15c,, 17c
36 inch French Cretonnes. Special at
■
35e
3Ô inch Art Denims. Special at
■ 25c
36 inch Standish homespuns and Repp Cloth. Special at
, , . z
50C

Women’s & Misses’ Suits
Special Showing During This May Sale

At $10.98 $15.00 & $19.75
Exceptionally good values, including all the fashonable materials
and colors in the best styles of the season. Sizes 16, 18, 34,
36, 38, 40, 42, 44—150 new suits going at $10.98, $15.00
$19.75 Values up to and including $27.45.

Summer Millinery

Wash Dresses
Scores of best styles, fashioned of
th^ most fayored materials for the
co^ag season now ready. 'Voile
dresses, Satine dresses, Palm Beach
Cloth dresses, Linen dresses, Ging
ham dresses in bolero styles, suspend
er effects, also flare skirt models. All
colors. May Sale prices
_____
$2.98, 3.98, 4.98

Wash Skirts

NEW STYLES SHOWN FOR THE FIRST TIME
AT SPECIAL PRICES
Untrimmed hats of hemp, large shapes, shown in black, white,
black and white and all colors May Sale Prices
$1.49, 1.98, 2.49, 2.98

Poplin, ramie linen, Bedford cord and
cotton Gabardine skirts. Now priced
for this May sale, S1.98, 2.50 and 2.98

200 Panama Hats in 12 different shape§.-Regular $2,00 values,

Hundreds of them from which to
make a selection, made of best materfeJs,-including even» «air
Jap silk, crepe de chine, etc., in white
and colors, and marked for this May
Sale at 79c, 98c, i.49, 1.98 upwards
to 3-98
500 Middy Blouses going at 49c

May Sale Price
500 Hemp Hats in 25 different shapes,' black and all colors.
Regular prices wers $1.50 to 2.50. May Sale Price

$1.49
98c

Men’s Furnishings

Wash Fabrics

Negligee Shirts, all new spring
patterns, laundered cuffs. The $ 1.00
kind, now
65c

Figured silk and cotton crepe.
Price
25c
Bates Plaid, also fancy crepes
Price
25c
25c Plain Crepes, all colors, Spe
cial for this May Sale
12 1 -2c
25c 40 inch Crepes and Voiles in
best patterns and colors, May Sale
frice
12 1-2
White Waistings in Crepes, Voiles,
Rice Cloth, Ratines, Marquisettes,
Dimities, Muslins,
Lawns, etc,
Special prices 10c, 12 i-2c 15c, 20c,
25c.and 390yd.
4c inch plain Silk Crepes. May
Sale Price
69c
36 inch black Messaline, also
Taffeta Silk, May Sale
79c

$1.25 and $1.50 Soisette Shirts,
French cuffs. May Sale Price 79c

Men’s Union Suits ,jn various
styles, white, cream, ecru, also black.
Prices
50c, 65c, $1.00
Men’s Balbriggan Shirts and
Drawers. Special at 25 c, 29c, 35 c, 50c
Boys’ Suits with extra pair pants
ages 3 to 18.
May Sale Prices
$2.98, 3.75, 3.98.

Boys’ Separate Pants, $1.00 grade.
May Sale Price
65c
BOYS’ HATS

New shapes in straws and fancy
wash patterns. Prices 25c, 50c, 98c

Turkish Towels
200 doz. bleached bath towels,
hemmed, marked for this May Sale
at 5c, 8c, roc, 12 1-2C, r>c, 19c, 21c.

W. E. YOULAND CO.

Kimonos
Made of Crepe, Lawn, Silk, Muslin,
plain, also figured Silk, varied assort
ment of styles. Some embroidered,
others trimmed with lace and satin
facings. Prices 98c,- $1.25, $1.50,
$1.98 upwards to $5.98.

Waists

Three styles, plain white, white
with red trimmings, white with blue
trimmings, worth from 75c to 98c.

Neckwear
New ideas in Oriental lace vestees,
net guimpes with sleeves, lace also
Swiss embroidered collars, crepe
de chine cords, etc. Prices
25c, 50c, 75c, 98c

Sheets
Bleached Sheets, 72x90, 50c value,
now
35c
C. E. Special Sheets, extra heavy,
72x90. Price
50c
Bleached Sheets, 81x90, 79c value.
now
65c
81x90 Pequot Sheets
90c
81x99 Pequot Sheets
$1.00
Pillow Slips , size 42x36, Special at
each
11 c
/Fruit of the Loom Slips
42x36, price
16c
45x36, price
18c

BUTTERICK PATTERNS AND THE DELINEATOR ON SALE

Main Street

Biddeford

Mr. E. I. Littlefield took a party t(L
Lewiston, Wednesday.
Mrs. Chase is now- oir her way t<|
Boston to spend a few days.
Mr. Fred M. Gray of Lawrence is
spending a few days in town.
Among the recent Boston visitors
were Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Carter. >
Pure Extract of Vanilla at an attract-^
iye price. Fiske the Druggist
Adv
Mrs. Sumner Fendersbn of Saco jrf
Visiting her sister, Mrs. Roy Cousena
on Summer street'
Miss Marguerite Smith of Caribou
was the guest of Miss Ethel Lovley
several days this week.
F. H. Gray of Auburn, spent Sunday
with his aunts, Miss Lottie Stevens
and Mrs. Anna Smith.
Miss Hazel Lord, one of the telephone
exchange operators, is spending her
week’s vacs tion at Haverhill, Mass.
Miss Frances Hutchins,' who has heen
spending the last two weeks at Bellows
Falls, Vt, has returned to her work, ,
It looks as if summer was pear at
hand, since the Kennebunk Ocean^
National Bank has been fitted out with
new screens.
Bowdoin’s 29c chocolates are certainly
well worth the money. We recommend ’
them as equal to any 40 cents goods.
Have YOU tried a box ? ’
Mr. Pringle of Washington, D. ¡C.-,
who Represents the National Reform
Bureau, was in town Saturday making
arrangements for an open air meeting
in July.
If you feel fagged and need a spring
tonic we can thoroughly recommend '
Fiske’s Compound Syrup of Hypophos- : ■
phites,. 75c bottle..
Adv
Mr. Joseph M. Frost, who has been
newly appointed District Superin- '
tendent of the Portland conference,‘>5
will be in. Kennebunk Tuesday and
Wednesday night.
Roll of Honor. Town House school,-.
Cora Littlefield, teacher, for the half
term ending May 7, 1915: Lloyd
Clough, Dorothy Clough, Pearl Fleihr
ing, Charles Leach, Alonzo Leach/
Clyde Cluff, Robert M eserve, Bryan
Johnson, Neil Johnson, <

DECLARES”

1

dividend]
Local parties will be. glad to know
that a dividend of 16 2-3 percent is soon,
to be paid to the depositors of the Saco
Savings Bank. The exact date when
this dividend will be . paid cannot Tie
stated at the present time. This news
will be pleasing to the depositors in
this locality. The payment of this
dividend will make a total payment of]
66 2-3 per cent on the total amoufitl
of deposits in the bank at the time of
suspension, the first two dividends be/
ing 25 per cent each. z

HBUNK
TRims u.u.n.v
in rather a loosely-played and un-«
interesting game the K. H. S. team
administered a defeat to the much tou-.;
ted Old Orchard High boys for the sec-J
ond time this season and accomplishes}'
this trick on the Old Orchard grounds.in spite of a hostile assemblage of fans;
by a score of 16 to 12. An effort was'
made to “fatten up” on the scored
board by the home team when in th
8th inning a tally of 5 was chalked
rather than the 2 actually mack
About 25 loyal rooters accompanied th
team on its trip which was made b
automobile.

Invitation Dance ,
Owing to the earnest request!»
numerous parties the Friday Eve ;Dance will be given once more on F'Zi
day evening the 21st of May, 1915, at
the Mousam. Opera House.
The’patrons of this dance are Paul
Webber, Thomas Dearborn, Harri
Anderson, Chester Webber, and Rich
ard Mitchell. Music will be furnished
by Arion Orchestra Admission ladif
25c gentlemen 50c.

Concession.
“Is this a first-class restaurant
asked the haughty individual. ‘ ul
yes,” answered the waiter; "but v
will serve you.”—Los Angeles Times,

FOR SALE~
cheap for cash our pow
boat in good running ord j
For particulars address",
Box 603, Kennebunk Me.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.

KULM GOOD
lïbK)Al»

CHARMS OF MUSIC
By PHILIP HARRISON.

ELIMINATE ALL ROAD GRADES
(Copyright, 1914, by W. G. Chapman.)

No Team Should Be Required to Pull
to Its Maximum Capacity—In
teresting Comparisons.
(By W. C. PALMER.)

RAISE SQUABS FOR MARKET
First Essential Is to Have Suitable
House and Yard to Confine Birds
—Enforce Cleanliness.

The keeping of pigeons has become
regular business in some sections,
compared with ten years ago, and a
igjeat deal of interest is now being
(taken in the pigeon as a source of
¡profit. The first essential is to have a
¡good house and yard, and to have the
jard wired, in order to confine the
Birds. The house should be arranged

to permit of abundant floor room, the
aests to be along the sides. (The
Corner pigeon is largely used, an exiseSfent mating being the dragoon and
Uiomer. Be sure that the sexes are
equal, as pigeons pair and keep the
¡same nests. Mice in the nests must
Be guarded against, and lice will de*
afcroy all profit. Give nesting ma
terials for the birds, and include toBacco leaves, which will assist in
keeping lice away. Fresh insect pow
der should be freely used in the
aests on the first indication of lice,
and cleanliness must be enforced.
The yard should be at least ten feet
lidgh, of any size preferred, and
should have roosting poles at differ
ent heights, on which the birds may
alight. Keep a salt codfish hung
where the birds can have access
to it,
supply
gravel,
coarsely
ground oyster shells, ground bone,
wheat, cracked corn, sosghum seed,
«fillet seed and a green food of some

White Maltese Cock.

kind, as the birds will help themselves to what is desired by them.
The rapidity of growth depends upon
She food and care. About eight pair
®f squabs a year may be expected, de

pending on mode of management.

OVERFED AND UNDERFED HEN
Best Plan for Feeding Is to Watch the
Flock Carefully and See That All
V
Are Satisfied.

it is not possible to lay down hard
«nd fast rules for feeding, because of
the fact that different hens require
different quantities. The best plan is
to watch the flock carefully when feedmg to see that everyMien
¡share. The man who raises the feed
tor his fowls is the one who is likely
to overfeed them, while the one who
Buys his feed is likejy to err in the
opposite direction. The only way one
can manage with any degree of cer
tainty is to try different quantities of
food on the flock for a period long
enough to note results. It will pay
to weigh the hens in order to get ac
curate results. When the proper al
lowance seems to have been reached,
feed accordingly and do not change
unless necessary.

SHIPPING

EGGS IN WINTER

Careful Packing Is Required to Avoid
Freezing During Intense ColdObjection to Wading.

Shipping eggs in winter require
careful packing. Eggs are liable to
become frozen in the crates when the
«old is intense, although the crates
may be made tight and the eggs in
closed in paper partitions. There is
«0 remedy for the drawback, and the
only safe plan is to keep the eggs untfl the weather moderates. Sawdust
to sometimes used in the crates to fill
up the spaces and prevent the ingress
of cool air, but it only adds to the
weight. If one has the time to bestow,
the eggs may be wrapped in wading,
and placed in the paper partitions;
but the merchants who receive them
may object to the extra labor imposed
upon them of removing the covering
4rom the eggs after arrival.
Get a Bone Cutter.

Every poultryman should own a
good bone cutter. It will pay for itself
to a short time in increased egg pro
duction and growth and general health
®f the flock. Fresh ground bone should
¡be fed twice a week at least, about an
vunce to a fowl at each feed.
Pullets for Mating.

The average cost of hauling a ton
one mile on the ordinary country
roads is 25 cents, while the average
price of hauling one ton one mile on
the railroads is % cent. In other
words, the cost of hauling is 33 times
as much with team and wagon as with
steam. This has been accomplished
by a number of factors. Some of
these can be and must be considered
In making good roads, that is, to have
a good hard roadbed and to eliminate
grades. The railroads do not, as a
rule, have a grade of more than three
per cent, while some of them have
adopted two per cent as the maximum
grade. Two per cent would mean a
rise of two feet in a hundred feet.
This would not be considered much of
a grade on the ordinary road, but this
Is the way it works out.’
A team can exert a pull on a short
distance of one-half its weight, but
for ordinary work tjie load it can pull
should not be over one-tenth the
weight of the team, for instance a
team weighing 3,000 pounds can exert
a pull of 300 pounds when it is to con
tinue the work for, say, ten hours.
For a small stretch it would be able
to exert a pull of 1,500 pounds. This,
however, is putting forth all the ener
gy of which the horses are capable.
It has also been found that the pull
required to take a ton load over ordi
nary roads is 160 pounds. Supposing,
then, that the load is one ton and the
wagon weighs 1,300 pounds, this would
make a total of 3,300 pounds. At the
rate of 160 pounds a ton the total pull
would be 264 pounds, or a little less
than the team is capable of hauling.
In fact, it could very, nicely handle
500 pounds more, which would bring
the pull up to 300 pounds, and make
the load 2,500 pounds. This, however,
is for the level. As a grade is ap
proached this, of course, will be in
creased. A five per cent grade would
increase the draft of the wagon and
load of 3,300 pounds by 315 pounds,
bringing it up to 579 pounds, which is
almost twice what the team can han
dle as a regular thing. If the grade
Is increased to 20 per cent, or 20 feet
in 100 feet, the draft on this same
load would come to a little over 1,500
pounds, or the maximum that this
team could pull when exerting its ut
most power. Any grade beyond this
would mean that the load would have
to be reduced, and in fact no team
should be required to have to pull to
Its maximum capacity. From this it
Is evident that increasing the grade
Increases the draft very fast and
hence grades should be eliminated as
far as it is possible.
On a macadam road a team can pull
three times as much on the level as
on the good earth road, but the in
crease in draft for grade remains the
same as on the earth road, so that a
grade would be more objectionable on
a macadam road than on a poor road.
On the level a 3,000-pound team could
easily handle four tons, while the
maximum grade that it could pull up
with such a load would be a ten per
cent grade and even that is more than
should be expected from the team.

CURING THE CEMENT ROADS
Sprinkling While Under Construction
Should Be Practically Continuous
on Hot Days.

Sprinkling the wearing surface of
concrete roads during the construc
tion period must be practically con
tinuous on hot days unless there is
some moisture retaining medium pres
ent. Recent observations, according
to Engineering Record, of a number
of pieces of road construction, on
which contractors new to the work
were engaged, indicate that the in
spector is having his hands full in get
ting the “wetting-down” specifications
properly adhered to. Where earth is
available a generous layer thrown on
makes an excellent cover and holds
water well. Some careful road build
ers in the West recognizing the value
of curing concrete under water, have
made earth dams along the edges of
concrete roads a-nd divided the road
longitudinally into a series of pools.
Aid to Country Life.

"Good roads,” says A. P. Sandies
of Ohio, “will help country churches,
country schools and country life.
Three cornerstones we can’t do with
out.”
Vermont's System.

Vermont has decided to return to
earth and gravel roadmaking in the
less-traveled highways.

One Bad Road Advantage.
One advantage of a bad road in
front of your farm is that you will
not be bothered much by the dust
kicked up by passing automobiles.
Simple and Inexpensive.

The road drag is the simplest and
least expensive contrivance yet de
vised for maintaining earth roads.

Early pullets that have fully ma
Add to Selling Price.
tured may be used for breeding, but
Good roads in j\>ur vicinity add to
they will produce better chicks if the selling price of the products of
mated with a cock not younger than your farm.
eighteen months.

Sometimes a poet is born (they are
not made) in an unpromising place.
But then, everybody knows that. There
is hardly a father but has looked upon
the cherubic countenance of his heir
and hoped devoutly that the deadly,
unpractical gift of the muse has not
been visited upon him.
At least, hardly a farmer father in
Middleboro.- It is essentially a farm
ing commuity. The banker and the
parson, the storekeeper and the livery
man have their proper recognition, of
course; but Middleboro has no use for
poetryr'
However, Henry Milton was not a
poet; he was born a musician. And
that was worse. For poetiy, unhal
lowed as it is, was known by reputa
tion to Middleboro, and a young fellow
with such an unfortunate name as Mil
ton might have been expected to suc
cumb, but music—
"See here, Hen,” said his father,
don’t object to your playing the old
planner. I guess that’s what planners
is meant for, though I don’t seem to
see as you gets much tune out of it.
But you’ve got to get down to work,
my boy. Planners ain’t work, unless
you makes ’em. Now, it is to be the
farm or Mr. Sutphen’s insurance busi
ness?”
It was the scandal of the town; a
hulking lad of twenty, home long ago
from the high school, spending his
days at the piano composing airs.
“And there’s no tune to them,”
wailed his father. "I heerd the fellow
who wrote ‘The Star-Spangled Ban
ner* got a heap of money outen it. But
who’s going to print that rubbish
Hen’s writing?”
In the eyes of the good citizens of
Middleboro, the profession of music

"I Don’t Object to Your Playing the
Old Planner.”

was associated with a barrel organ, a
dark, Italian face, and a monkey.
“Never mind, Harry, dear. I be
lieve in you,” said pretty Lucy Rollins.
“They don’t understand. But I know
you are going to become a great com
poser, and some day Middleboro will
be proud of you.”
The end of jt .all
Henry'
Millon packed his grip one morning
and took his departure for the me
tropolis, with the evil predictions of
all Middleboro ringing in his ears. But
there was sweeter music than that,
sweeter even than the melodies which
came to hiln night and day. Lucy had
promised to be his wife when he had
achieved success.
Of the boy’s struggles in New York
nothing need be set down. Lucy wait
ed three years, four, five. Occasional
ly, in the first part of the long wait, a
letter came, full of promise. Then the
letters ceased. New York had swal
lowed up the boy, as she swallows
many others.
“I reckon that Hen Milton went to
the bad long ago,” said the insurance
agent, remembering sundry errors of
omission and commission which he
had discovered after Henry left his
employment.
That was the universal agreement.
Old man Milton had had the misfor
tune to have his only son turn out bad.
The stubborn old man mourned for the
young fellow secretly, but he set his
face as hard as a flint in public.
Then came the day when an attack
of- paralysis seized him, and he
awakened from his coma to see Lucy
at his bedside, nursing him. When he
recovered he asked her to keep house
for him. He meant to adopt her, he
said, as he had no children.
The months passed. Lucy some
times dared to speak of Henry, but the
old man would not betray his emotion.
“He was a bad lot, my dear,” he
said. “I know there was something
between you, but you’ve had a mighty
narrow escape. I want you to find
some young fellow that will be worthy
of you.”
Then Lucy would sigh and say noth
ing. It was three years now since she
had heard from Henry.
Then one day the insurance agent
came in, breathless with - excitement.
All the city was talking of a new
opera, he said, composed by one Henry
Milton. He was America’s great mu
sical prodigy. The newspapers were
full of him.
Middleboro reluctantly agreed that
it might have been mistaken. But not

so the old man. He was more stub
born than ever.
“I don’t care if he can fool the pub
lic,” he said. “Any knave can do that.
When Henry takes up a clean line of
work and makes good at it I’ll take
him back. Till then—no, sir!”
Yet . Lucy knew that he secretly de
voured the newspapers, searching for
his son’s name. He was secretly proud
of him. Lucy had an idea.
“Father,” she said coaxingly—she
called him that nowadays—“he is to
conduct at a performance in Boston
next Friday. Now you know you have
been promising to take me into Bos
ton. Let us go and hear him.”
“What do I want to hear him for?”
growled the farmer. "Hain’t I heard
him times and again strumming on
that old piano? I’ve had enough of
hearing him, my lass.”
However, by dint of coaxing, Lucy
inveigled him to Boston, and thence to
the opera house, where, upon a dozen
billboards, as large as life, were the
words Henry Milton, beneath a flesh
and blood reproduction of the young
man.
Lucy felt herself trembling. She
knew that he had long ago forgotten
her; she had nerved herself to accom
pany the old man only out of a sense
of duty, in the hope of effecting a
reconciliation; if she saw Henry she
meant to show him her indifference.
But when the farmer saw his son
conducting in the orchestra, a strange
look came over his face. And Lucy,
watching him, knew that the past was
forgotten in the joy at finding his boy.
The old man’s stupefaction increased
as, seated all through the bewildering
medley of sounds, he saw Henry ’wav
ing his baton and his hand, sometimes
in alternation and sometimes together.
“Well, I’m swinged!” he exclaimed.
He turned to his neighbor.
“How much do you reckon that there
young fellow Milton makes a night out
of this?”
"O, perhaps three hundred dollars,”
answered the other.
The farmer gaped at him and sub
sided into his seat
They were at Henry’s side almost
before the piece was ended. And
Henry, looking up, suddenly perceived
his father and Lucy. His face grew
pale.
"Hen! Hen!” faltered the old man,
and suddenly he grabbed Henry to
his heart and muttered something
about forgiveness and coming home.
“Well, father, I wanted to scores of
times, but you know you told me not
to see you again until I had got a bet
ter job than composing music,” said
Henry.
“Better job? Suffering snakes, you
ain’t composing still, Hen, are you?”
demanded the farmer. “Three hundred
dollars a night for working that wood
en plug and making the band go—say,
it beats blowing the church organ out
and out. Go on and compose all you
want to, Hank, so long as you keep at
that there job of yourn.”
But Henry, knowing his father, was
content with the compromise. It was
all his stubborn old soul could bring
itself to. Besides . . .
"Lucy, dearest, if you had answered
me—”
“But it was you, Henry, who
stopped—”
And that explanation was the begin
ning of the long-promised paradise.

YOU’LL like Fatimas—
* a really delightful,
mild Turkish blend.

Try the taste of their
choice leaf that has made
FATIMA the greatest sell
ing brand in the land.
Cause May Be Due to Various Un
favorable Conditions—Top-Graft
ing Is Sometimes Necessary.

Very frequently apple trees and
some varieties of shade trees are seen
with the topmost branches dead and
remaining as dry sticks like antlers
projecting above the foliage. This
condition may be due to various un
favorable conditions, but it is chiefly
encountered with old trees which have
long remained unsprayed, unpruned,
uncultivated and unfertilized. This
allows opportunity for wood destroy
ing fungi to gain an entrance. Once
started their growth will eventually
destroy the whole tree. Severe head
ing back and clearing out of the dead
and fungus infested wood followed by
cultivation and fertilization should be
resorted to. In some instances it may
be necessary to top-graft to renew the
head of the tree. The full results of
such treatment do not show the first
year. Great care should be taken not
to leave wounds through which the
spores of fungi can gain an entrance
to cause future decay.
During the past few years a large
number of shade trees in the north
eastern part of the United States, and
also the middle’ states have been af
fected with staghead. The trouble
appears to have come chiefly from the
root System, but exactly what causes
it, is not definitely known at the pres
ent time.
There are many varieties of shade
trees affected in this way, and this
means their ultimate destruction, since
those that do not die outright will
never recover their tops, and are,
therefore, worthless as specimens of
shade trees. This dying back is par
ticularly noticeable on elms.
A characteristic feature of trees af
fected with staghead, more conspicu
ous in slowly dying trees, may be seen
in the increase of the heartwood and
decrease of the sapwood. The wood
of the dying trees is very brittle, and
the limbs and branches fall off easily.
Old trees reaching the end of their
grand period of growth, usually show
the same characteristic and for this

if you cannot secure Fatima Cigarettes from
your dealer, we will be pleased to send you
three packages postpaid on receipt of SOc.
A ddress Fatima Dept.. 212 Fifth Ave., New York,N.Y.

"Distinctively Individual ”

PROPER CREDIT FOR GRANDPA
Happy Father Wanted Generous Con
tribution Entered Under the
Proper Heading.

When Mr. Otis returned from the
office one afternoon, he was met at the
door by his wife, who cried, excitedly:
“Oh, Herbert, love, I received a love
ly letter from father today.”
“Yes, my dear?” queried he.
“Yes, dearest,” repeated Mrs. Otis,
enthusiastically, “he congratulates
us on the birth of our baby.”
“That’s good,” was the reply.
“Yes,” went on Mrs. Otis, “and he
says it will cost us more to live now
—that babies are expensive.”
“I suppose that is true, dear,” as
sented the hubsand.
"And, Herbert, just think!” said the
wife, joyfully, “father has sent us a
check for $1,000. Isn’t that just lovely
of him?”
"I.should say it was!” said Otis. “I’ll
sit right down, dear, and thank him
for his generaus contribution to the
Fresh Heir fund.”
The Cockney “H” Again.

The American tourist was taking
the rest cure for a day in a London
boarding house.
“I shall want no more meals,” she
said, when the maid brought up tea.
“I shall be up for dinner. There’s
nothing more I want.”
Then in the next breath she added:
“Oh, yes, there is! I want that hotwater bottle; but that’s not to eat.”
The cockney maid stood silent for a
moment, then said gleefully, “Oh, yes,
it is to ’eat! You want me to 'eat it
for you?”—Youth’s Companion.
No Excuse for Plainness.

Saved the Children.

Our class was held on the third floor
of an old wooden school building. One
afternoon another boy and myself
scattered some snuff in the air before
the afternoon session began.
When
the professor began talking to ips as.slstfffit iiiey were seized with a fit of
sneezing, bobbing their heads toward
each other in a most ludicrous fash
ion. The students howled with laugh
ter when they were not sneezing.
Finally the professor managed to
get his breath long enough to ques
tion the class and all but we two
guilty boys were dismissed.
He took us to his office and while
we were there—about twenty minutes
later—fire was discovered in the build
ing. We got out with difficulty and
the school was burned to the ground.
From an angry man the professor
became deeply thankful and he has
since maintained that we boys were
the instruments of fate, for the build
ing burned so rapidly that there
would have been great danger if all
of the children had been in class when
the fire started.—Exchange.
Various Compounds of CoaL

Coal has given to the world several
hundred thousand compounds, most of
which are of great value. For coal
contains carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, ni
trogen, sulphur, phosphorus and the
halogens. It sometimes even contains
gold and radium. Among the materials
mentioned by Dr. Louis Cleveland
Jones in an address before the Frank
lin Institute as obtained from coal
are acid bases, alkaloids, gums, var
nishes, solvents, sugars, saccharine,
stuffs as bitter as saccharine is sweet,
disinfectants, dyestuffs of brilliant
hues, stimulating and sleep producing
drugs, healing medicines and violent
poisons, vile odors and pleasing per
fumes.
Coal and Its Formation.

Each different kind of coal—-peat,
lignite, semibituminous, bituminous,
gas coal, smokeless coal, semianthra
cite, anthracite, graphite, diamond —
represents only “a different step in na
ture’s slow process of converting the
vegetation of the carboniferous era
into the fuels so necessary to our mod
ern civilization.”
The earth’s crust Ts a vast retort
and in its work of carbonizing vegeta
tion it saves us the by products in the
form of asphalt, bitumen, petroleum
and natural gas.

Elm Tree Dying With Staghead Ef
fect—Note Dead, Stubby Branches
at the Top.

reason they, too, become dangerous.
Many oi «.ire limbs asd- branches »fall,
a large percentage when there is no
wind and where the atmosphere Is
usually quiet, especially during Oc
tober and November, after the leaves
have fallen.

A young lady, by no means beauti
ful, was introduced to a gentleman
who w'as endowed with good looks but
not manners. During the course of
their conversation the gentleman
asked:
“Are there many more ladies like
you in the Potteries?”
The young lady replied: “Oh, yes.
We all are good-looking there. You
see, we make our own mugs.”
The Difference.

“Gossip has no business methods.”
“What do you mean ?”
“People retail it by wholesale.”
DOCTOR KNEW
Had Tried It Himself.

In picking apples be careful not to
pick off the spurs.
•

•

*

The best available material for fruit
boxes is the white spruce.
* * *
Tie up the currant bushes so the
snow will not break them down.
*

*

*

Good fruit and vegetables in clean,
attractive packages need no sales
man.
• * •
Spray the trees this fall for the San
Jose scale if you have seen signs this
season.
• * *
Fall strawberries do not produce so
great a number of plants as the spring
varieties.

• « •

Good young apple trees come high,
but the poor ones are dearer than
any other kind.
•

*

*

Protect apple trees from sun scald
by putting boards or cornstalks on the
southwest side of the tree.
*

*

*

Work up the surplus apples into
cider and if there are grapes to spare,
try the unfermented grape juice.
*

*

*

The root louse often causes apple
scab, and ashes or lime around the
trunk of the apple tree will stop the
ravages of this pest.
* * •
The pear tree needs little culture.
Encouraging strong growth only in
duces blight. A good sod surface and
slow, growth are more favorable.
* * *
The peach makes a good stock for
some varieties of plum. It has a
larger and stronger rodt system than
most plum varieties.

The doctor who has tried Postum
knows that it is an easy, certain, and
pleasant way out of the coffee habit
and all of the ails following and he
prescribes it for his patients as did a
physician of Prospertown, N. J.
One of his patients says:
“During the summer just past I suf
fered terribly with a heavy feeling at
the pit of my stomach and dizzy feel
ings in my head and then a blindness
would come over my eyes so I would
have to sit down. I would get so nerv
ous I could hardly control my feelings.
“Finally I spoke to our family physi
cian about it and he asked if I drank
much coffee and mother told him that
I did. He told me to immediately stop
drinking coffee and drink Postum in
its place, as he and his family had
used Postum and found it a powerful
rebuilder and delicious food-drink.
“I hesitated for a time, disliking the
idea of having to give up my coffee, but
finally I got a package and found it to
be all the doctor said.
“Since drinking Postum in place of
coffee my dizziness, blindness and
nervousness are all gone, my bowels
are regular and I am well and strong.
That is a short statement of what
Postum has done for me.”
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read “The Road to Wellville,” in pkgs.
Postum comes in two forms:
Regular Postum — must be well
boiled. 15c and 25c packages.
Instant Postum—is a soluble pow
der. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
in a cup of hot water and, with cream
and sugar, makes a delicious bever
age instantly. 30c and 50c tins.
The cost per cup of both kinds is
about the same.
“There’s a Reason” for Postum.
—sold by Grocers.
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JOSEPH D'ASCANIO

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?

I

Kennebunk Beach

Reflections of a Business
Man

The high school team were victors
Mrs. John Somers was a Saco visitor'
over the representatives óf the Kenne Saturday.
bunk high school aggregation last . Mrs. Addie Drown, Master Charles THE LOCAL PRESS, said my friend, ’
Saturday afternoon in a well played Drown arid Miss Ruth Drown were the is after all, far and away thp best
arid hotly contested game of ball at the guests of Mrs. Charles Drown, Sunday. salesman one can possibly employ,
playground, the score being 6 to 5 and
Mrs. Carrie Fritts of Somerville was You see the Newspaper has a thousand
MAIN STREET
KENNEBUNK, MAINE
the game running into thè tenth irining.
245-247-251 Main St
the guest of her father, George H. tongues because it talks to a thousand
The Cousens Insurance agency is York, Friday.
customers at one and the same time,
furnishing its new office in an up-toMrs.
John Somers has purchased a while the usual salesman can be in but
date manner and is installing new furni
one place, mesmerizing but one possi
horse in Boston.
ture. The quarters are exceedingly
ble customer at a time.
The trouble ,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
M.
Boothby
well located and verv attractive.
is that those wise enough to employ -i
Young women going to
$
7.50
have
arrived
home
after
spending
the
2
Burners
Boston to work or study, .
this thousand-tongued salesman (the
Last week’s lodge anniversaries at
any lady going to Boston for
10-00 Kennebunk were attended by many winter in Frostproof, Florida.
3 Burners
local paper,) fail to v^ry the story often
pleasure or on a shopping
Bradford Hutchins has gone to Lynn enough They sing the same old tune
trip without male escort will
12.50 persons from this village and vicinity. to work for a few weeks.
4 Burners
find the
until the audience wearies of it, and
Andrew Perkins, one of the bestPerfection single burner
Mr. Henry Moulton who has been
Franklin Square
known farmers of this town, passed spending the winter with his brother, there are' noencores.
stoves
2.75 away after a seyere illness last Friday.
MY OWN PLAN was to vary my
House
Johnson Moulton, has returned to
story constantly. I ¿bought a certain
Ovens
$2.00
and
$2;
50 Toe funeral took place on Sunday Wells Beach.
a delightful place to stop. A
afternoon and was under the auspices
space by the year. My contract privi
Home-Hotel In the heart of
Ovens with glass doors
Boston exclusively for wo
of Arundel Lodge, F. &
M , of Pure Extract of Vanilla at an attract leged me to change the story every day?
men. 630 rooms, safe, com-»
$2.50 and $3,00 which deceased was a long time mem ive price. Fiske the Druggist. Adv Every Saturday I made six ads. for
fortable convenient of access,
ber. His daughter! lives in this village,
prices reasonable. For par
the next week (it was a daily paper,)
ticulars and prices addr.esbeing tbe wife of Theodore Goodwin.
marking the day for each. I tried to
The afflicted family has the sincere
pake them condensed, snappy, inter
Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.
sympathy of many friends.
esting and always truthful. I aimed to
- Mrs. Thomas D. Suplee is seriously Mother’s Day was observed at the present the theme in an unusual forin-S
ill at her residence in the Lower Village. Baptist church Sunday.
The pastor something out of the ruts of con
Painted white and red. Late repots indicate improvement.
spoke from words found in Proverbs ventional advertising, so that readers
white and green and white
The First Quarterly Conference of 31, 28, theme “Mother.” Topic of the might “get the habit” of turning to
“Memories/' Special music my corner in search of something inter
and bhie7'6 sizes;' Prices the local Methodist Episcopal church evening
esting, whether they intended to buy
will be held next Thursday evening. by the choir.
75, 85. 98, $1.15, 1.25 1.39 Rev J. M. Frost, the recently ap Miss: Lucy Jacobs spent Sunday with or not
THIS IDEA, adhered to faithfully
pointed ’ Superintendent of Portland friends in Haverhill,
District, will preside. It is expected Ellsworth Hill of Kennebunk’spent and intelligently, never fails of success
We make a specialty of cleaning feather beds and pillows. Up-to-date ma
that he will also speak at the prayer Sunday with his sister, Mrs. Ina Til- -then “keeping everlastingly at it”
chine destroying all germs, microbes and unsanitary odors also makers of the upis the sauce ¡piquant of the whole busi
meeting/service which precedes the ton. |
to-date .Sanitary Feather Folding Mattress. -All work guaranteed satisfactory.
ness. By following this plan I rarely
business session.
Mr. and Mrs. .Frank Sàyward and had to look up any customer. My
Canvassers will call and demonstrate the work. Shop Keunebunk House.
. Last Sunday two representatives of Mrs. Susie Guptill were Sunday visitors
6 sizes. Prices $1,00, 1.39, the
thousand-tongued salesman brought,
Christian Civic ‘ League of Maine with friends in Kittery, Me.
$1.69, 1.98, 2.50, and 3.00 were speakers in the various churches Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Allen and Miss them to me, and I “did the rest. ”
of the village and vicinity. Superin Eula Johnson of Oak Hill, were Sun WELL, THIS is the whole' story of
tendent W. F. Berry addressed the. day visitors at the home of Mrs Timo- advertising success.
But whoever
congregations in the morning at the thy Higgins.
is to get the most and best from his
South Congregational church and in the
(Local Press Salesman has got to be a
Mr. and Mrs., William Shaw were real power back of his salesman. He
afternoon at the Town House church.
relatives
in
week-end
visitors
with
He also Spoke at a well-attended union
must supply fresh ginger. daily, and
Marked down to close out service in the South Congregational Lynn, Mass.
sugar-coat his ginger to make it
Mrs.
Sarah
Noble
and
Miss
Water

$2.00 church in the evenings Secretary E. house of West Kennebunk, were guests palatable and inviting, so that the
$2.75 Cage
H. Emery represented the ‘ League in
customer will come' again and again.
2.5Ó the morning at the Baptist church, in of Mrs. Evelyn Hilton; Thursday
A good little farm for truck or poultry, close to town 3.50 Cage
PRINTERS’ INK will do wonders,
the
afternoon
at
the
Methodist
church
Much
religious
interest
is
manifested
3.0o
electrics’ and beaches, price right.
Poultry place, small 4.00 Ca¿e
and in the evening at Cape Porpoise. among the young people of the Baptist even under neglect; but if followed up
set of buildings, one. half acre of land on car line
faithfully, every shot will tell; the
At all places he was listened to by good society.
productive power of the Press Sales-,
audiences; The day being fair-was
only $200.00.
One of the best trades in a 60 acre farm
man will be multiplied a thousand fold—
quite in contract to weather, conditions
in York Co., would exchange for village place.
Another
Unitarian Church Notes
and I am only confessing an actual
prevailing on the last previous visit of
personal experience in the hope that
of 35 acres with lake frontage good set of buildings
the Secretaries. Substantial support
,was pledged the League at the various The Paganism in Germany’s Policy of my stpry may benefit other business
would exchange.
A pretty modern home with a good
89, 98, $1.25, 1.50 1.98
meetings.
“Fearfulness’ and ins latest Tragical men.
amount of land in Kennebunk village for $ 1800.00
Frederic A. Whiting;
Wire screen cloth all
A Loyal Temperance League will be Outburst/’ is the subject upon which
I have several first and second mortgages to sell or widths, screen cloth tacks organized under the auspices of the the Rev. Mr. Wilson will .preach next
local W. C. T. U., at the Baptist Sunday morning. He invites all to come
exchange.
_________
church on Saturday afternoon, at 3 together and reasen about it.
Eliot Man Strangled
o’clock. This is open to; all children The young people of the Unitarian
between the ages of 6 and 16. - It is Church have formed a Lend a Hand
hoped that there will be a large enroll Club. It meets Sunday evenings in the Edgar S. Paul of South Eliot died
Sunday afternoon by strangulation. ment.
vestry at the horiies of memcers.
He had been, lobstering, and as heI wish to purchase for investment two or three double
: Tbe Daughters Of Wesley Ladies’
was removing the shells he remarked
Bible Class ¿of the Methodist Sunday
or single houses that are in good repair and well rented.
to his wife that he was going to' have
Summer Guest Married
...MUSIC...
School held the monthly business meet
a good feed of lobsters if he/ never had
I have a client who wishes to purchase a store or some
ing last Friday evening in the church
another one. A piece of lobster meat
Private
and
Class
Instruction
vestry. It was voted to give a recep Miss May F„ Farquhar, who has spent lodged in -his windpipe and his death
business in Kennebunk, what have you to offer?
and banquet to the Men’s Bible many summer seasons at Cape Por ensued before medical, assistance
Pianoforte, H. F. FAIRFIELD tion
class of the Sunday School on Wednes poise, was married to Mr. Loyd Love- could be procured.
Violin, W. F. DEUSINGER day
evening, June 2nd. After the' joy Leonard, of St, Louis, Mo., last He was 50 years old, a son of Charles
Studio : 47 Main Street, Kennebunk banquet a special address on organized' Saturday at the home of her parents, E. and Rosamoiid Coleman Paul. He had
class work will be delivered by Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Farquhar.. Mr. been a barber, but of late years had
Gây C. White, pastor of the Pine Farquhar resides during the ’summer been employed in the navy yard as a
Concert
and
Reception
Engagements
KENNEBUNK, ME.
ROSS BLOCK,
Street Methodist church of Portland^ with his family at Gape Porpoise, and shipwright. He leaves a wife, son and
Trio and-Orchestra when required
Three new members were received into has a cottage there.
daughter.
class membership.
Charles Goodwin returned on Satur
Paint And Not
day from his winter's residence in
Paint was so high the last few years North Carolina.
At the Methodist church next Sun
ONE GRADE
the market was flooded with trash.
day evening there will be a' special. Old
What is trash?
ONLY—
It looks like paint and pretends to be Folks day service. There will be apTHE BEST
paint, but isn?t worth painting. It propriate singing by the choir, The
costs a painter’s day’s-work to put-on service begins at7:30 o’clock.
You know, you can get the change in
a gallon of paint, good or bad; and a On Tuesday evening a reception was
painter's day’s-work is $3 or $4»
given to Rev. and Mrs. Thomas ■ P.
Underwear you want as the season de
K Add that to “the price of a gallon. Baker in the Methodist Episcopal
mands, from the Heavy Weight down to
That is the-cost of a gallon. Devoe is church, the occasion being their return
$5 or $6 a gallon; and trash a half-dollar for the sixth year to the pastorate of,
the Medium and the Bi V. D. goods and
less.
the church. The vestry had been
But Devoe is all paint and more too; tastefully arranged for the event. A*
Porousknit goods both in Union Suits
you add oil to it; a gallon is 5 or 6 profusion of cut flowers had been pro
and tyro piece goods, the prices are right
quarts of perfect paint for the painter’s, vided for decorations., After a time
pot.' But trash is three-quarters two- spent in welcoming thé guests of the
the Goods are right and you will do
thirds or half paint; you pay a half- evening, there was a delightful, pro
right by calling at the
dollar less for -ndbddy-knows-what-it gram. by the choir, assisted by Miss
-is.
Lizzie Goodwin. ' E. H. Atkins, acting
10 gallons Devoe is enough for the as chairman, called upon several gentle
average job: it takes 15 td 20 gallons men, among .them Rev. John M. Cham
of trash. And the wear same way. bers, minister of the Congregational
Unfortunately, they look alike when church, H. E. Dennett, Dr. H. F.
first put-on.
Prescott, Postmaster Twambly, George
DEVOE
N. Stevens and A. W. Nunan, all of
/ sells it whom expressed much pleasure in
Harry E. Lunge
Wm. Dresser, Proprietor
greeting Rev. and Mrs. Baker for
another year. Mr. Baker responded in
a feeling manner. 1 Refreshments of
icecream and, cake were served to ' sll.
QUALITY
The reception was under the direction
- The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Ale-■ of the Ladies’ Aid Society, the comAND
wive Union ¡Baptist church met this1 mittee in charge being Mrs. Lucy
SERVICE
afternoon at the home of Mrs. AugustaL P. Heckman, Mrs. Mary A. Clough
Day. There were 32 paesent and four and Mrs. Jean Goodwin, while Mrs. M.
new members were, accepted into the’ É. Atkins and Mrs. Mary D. Clough
Aid Society, the next meeting will be' were responsible for the decorations.
held at Mrs. Westly Drown’s on Mayr The flowers were afterward sent to the
26th. /Everybody come.
sick, and shut-ins
If you feel fagged and need a spring
ENSEMBLE AND ORCHESTRA PRACTICE
Alumni Association
tonic we can thoroughly recommend
Fiske’s Compound Syrup of Hypophos
All graduates of the Kennebunkport
TUESDAY EVENINGS
phites, 75c bottle.
Adv
High School are invited to meet at the
high school hall on Friday evening,
Mr. Nichols of Biddeford, the pro- May 21st, at 7:45 o’clock for the pur
prietor of what was formerly known as pose Of forming a Kennebunkport High
the Staples store, will offer special in School Alhmni Association. The full
ducements to hotels and summer places. attendance is very mtich desired.
He will quote ptices personally to any
Signed; Charles A. Rush, Prin.
47
-Main
Street,
KENNEBUNK.
THE HOME OF GOOD PRINTING
W. F. DEUSINGER, Conductor
parties Interested. The. telephone is.
.;J. W. Lambert, Sup.
163-M
Biddeford,
Me.
DatedMay
12,
1915.
You
are
invited
to
join
Write at once, Box 301, Kennebunk

Boot and Shoes-Repairing by the aid of modern machinery
Custom Work. Ladies’ Shoes a Specialty. Shoe Pol
ishing Parlor. Open Half-a-day Sundays.
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Look For My Specials Every Saturday
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Notice to Players of Orchestral Instruments

The Fairfield Studio
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.
Mr. Charles M. Stevens is quite sick
with the. grip.
Notice the newly placed sign in front
Rev. and Mrs. F. Stewart Kinley
I of Young’s restaurant.
were formally welcomed to Wésterly
Late cars to West Kennebunk after and to the First Baptist church of the
the entertainment Friday evening.
Rhode Island city last Thursday even
Mrs. Frank Tucker, formerly of this ing at a reception given in their honor
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton and son spent towri, is one of the latest visitors in by the congregation of the church. A
town.
musical program was rendered and
the week-end at Kezar Falls.
Pure Extract of Vanilla at an attract Mr, and Mrs. W. B. Jackson and Mr. brief addresses made by prominent
ive price. Fiske the Druggist.
Adv Edward Blanch ard spent Sunday at the members and church officials.
cottage of Mrs. Samuel Clark at Great The men and boys banquet held in
Mr. Robfert Cram was at home over Hill/
;
'
Firemen’s hall Monday night under the
Sunday visiting his mother, Mrs. Sarah
auspices of the local Y. M. C. A. work
H.
F.
Fairfield,
who
has
just
closed
"a
Cram.
sufecessful year teaching pianoforte at proved a great success. It was the
Mr. and Mrs. McCray expect to oc
his studio, 47 Main street, has been for first get-to-gether of that nature yet
cupy their new house the latter part of
tunate m securing the assistance of attempted in this comlfiunity and even
this month.'
William F. Deusinger, of New York and father and mother or other friend of
For a dainty dessert, or light lunch Boston, a violinist of marked ability arid Ogunquit’s boys and young men isl;
take home a brick of our quality Ice- a teacher of widex experience, and to elated over the outcome of the effort:
Crêàm, Fiske’s Drug Store,
' Adv gether they will open a summer school The banquet was served about 6:45
Miss Lucy. Knight spent/the week of music on June 2nd. This affords the o’clock in thé spacious dining room and
end with her grandmother, Mrs. Mary violinist an opportunity heretofore im 75 strong the men and boys marched
Knight, at Kennebunkport.
possible, of securing cdhipetent in in to do full justice .to the appetizing
menu which had been prepared for
, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lunge.and struction right at home.
Mrs. Stefy took an auto ride to Bidde A delightful birthday party was given them. The sérvice was in the capable
ford where they took in the pictures. “ to Mr. George Nadeau at his home last hands of Mrs. W. W. Smith and Mrs.
Walter Perkins who were very ably
Miss Lorena Perry, who formerly wad ^Sunday and a very pleasant day was
employed at Goodall Mill, has accepted passed] A handsome birthday cake was assisted by girls of the two church
clubs including Persis Littlefield,
a position at. the Greenleaf Restaurant. one of the pleasant surprises, which,
Evelyn Mayo, Elizabeth Brewster,
Miss Farley visited Annie Lynn at when lighted, presented a very attrac Ruth Whitlock, Lois Penney, Rosathe Maine General Hospital, and the tive appearance. A beautiful bouquet lynde Hutchins, Priscilla Perkins,
reports are that she is feeling more of white pinks was also presented Mr. Tressie Littlefield, . Doris Perkins/
Nadeau, Those present outside the im Grace Brooks, Beatrice Weare and
comfortable.
. Mrs., Delphina Bragdon has closed mediate family were:—Mr. and Mrs. Marion Littléfield. Many very pleas
her house on Grove street and is board John Nadeau, Mrs. Mamie Maling and ing comments were heard concerning
ing at thé home Of Mrs. Butland on son, Mr. and Mrs. Geerge Lamontagne the manner in which these young
and daughters, Mr. Peter Nadeau, Mr. ladies served the. bariqueters.. Roger
Main street.
Williairi Nadeau, Mr. Irving. McBride, Smith took charge of the ticket office
Mrs. G. F. Mariner, who has been Mrs. Ruth Currier, Miss Gora Dunn,
spending the winter with her son in San Miss Genevieve Fletcher, Mr. Hartley and Gordon Brewster received at the
door. Arthur Littlefield assisted by
ford, was the week-end guest of Mrs. Currier,
James Brewster prepared, the clam
Emma Joyce.
Kennebunk certainly is becoming a
Mrs. Chandler Holmes of Portland prosperous looking town with the ad stew and coffee, and their reputation as
experts rècéi^éd still, another well de
was at .her home in Kennebunk on
vantage of having such a garage as the
Mothers’ Day visiting her mother, Mrs. Regent. This garage was recently served. boost. Even the out-of-town
guests voted it by far thé best they had.
Blanche Potter.
purchased by Robert Parsons and is ever enjoyed and the way in which
If you feel fagged and“heed a spring now managed by Mr. Jacobs who was
bowl after bowl of it disappeared was
tonic we can thoroughly recommend one of the former owners and who is
sure proof of the testimony. Y. M. C,
; Fiske’s Compound Syrup of Hypophos taking a keen interest in its success.
A. Secretary C. F. Hosmer acted as
phites, 75c bottle.
'
Adv The Regent Garage has been reno
toastmaster and after leading a rous
A number of the Seniors of Kenne vated quite extensively and now with ing expression of thanks to all who in
bunk High School were in Biddeford its well lighted office, commodious store any way helped to make the occasion
the first of the week to have their room', attractive gasoline tank house, possible, called upon the following
graduation pictures taken.
and newly painted signs it is without Ogunquit citizens for brief present
Chairman Bourne of the Board of Se doubt a place that will draw in much ations: Principle B. E. Davis of Wells
lectmen announces that the tax rate for trade from out-of-town parties. To, High school on “What the School
1915 will be $20 or a , little lower per all people it may well have an interest, Means to a Community,” Joseph H.
thousand, or about $1.20 less than last, for it is well.worth one’s time to drop Littlefield on “What Good Governmént
in and look over the Kennebunk home Means to a Community,” Wilbur F.
yean
Cousens on “What thé Church Means
The Kennebunk* High school boys’ of the Jeffrey car.
will play the Biddeford High school A. crew of men cleaned the Mousam to a Community” and George H. Lit
team on Saturday, May 15th.
Come Water company ’s standpipe on Monday tlefield on “What the Grange Means to
Each subject was
see an exciting gaine and cheer for the. and W. C. Berry is now engaged in a Coirimunity.”
painting th’e 120-foot structure. When handled in an able manner and right to
K. H. S. boys.
Remember the concert and entertain-* the water had been drawn’off in place the point. They alf received enthu
ment to be * given by Deering High of the three feet or so of dirt as claimed siastic applause. The visiting speaker
School Boys’ Band at the Mousam by some but from thirteen to : three was Rev. Ashley Day Leavitt of State
- Opera house., They need yoqr patron- inches of natural sediment was found street church, Portland, and his mes
t age on Friday evening, May 14th.
Do to which there was absolutely no un sage on “Manhood” was one of the
pleasant odor. No foreign substances most forceful and inspiring presented
not disappoint them.
were found and an Enterprise repre here in years. • All who heard him are
E. A, Bodge has “invented” a choco
still talking about it. Thç blessing at
late and milk nfixture that appears to sentative standing to windward while the opening of the banquet and also
the matter was being removed experi
be meeting with popular favor./The
the closing prayer was offered by Rev.
syrup is made with pure cocoa and the enced no discomfort whatever. The H. J. Rockwell of Argus, Indiana.
addition of the milk makes a pleasing fact that no more sediment had collected Arthur A. Heald, Laymen’s field
during the three _years since the last
arid healthful beverage.
cleaning speaks well for the purity of secretary of the state Y. M. C. A., was
Again last Saturday Jack Coombs em our water supply and should allay any also one of the guests of the evening.
phasized the thoroughness of his return ungrounded fears created by local agi Special mention should be made of the
. to form when he pitched his team to tation.
efforts of James White and George
victory fpr the second time this season.
Littlefield, Jr., who solicited the piés,
Who knows but what in Coombs the.
cake and pickles, of M. J. Shorey who
Baseball Schedule
Brooklyns have the nucleus of a pen
donated his auto'and time to collect the
nant-winning team?
The following schedule of games has provisions and of . the three boys, Leon;
A baseball team from Biddeford de been arranged for the Kennebunk Perkins, Everett White and Robert
Perkins who helped clean up afterfeated the Royal Stars in a free-hitting Athletic Baseball Team.
the
banquet. A pleasing feature of
loosely played game on the playground
May 31. Kennebunk High School.
the program was the singing of the
Saturday afternoon. The score:
June 5. Sanford Independents.
Star Spangled Banner led by J. H.
Innings—1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E
“ 12. Shamrock of Biddeford.
. Biddef’d 1 2 0 3 1 3 01 1—12 18 4
Littlefield with a big flag. The next
“
19.
Foresters
of
Biddeford■ R. Stars 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2- 8 12 <6
mens and boys banquet will be received
“ 26. Ft. Williams.
Batteries Hazelton and Dorgan, Day
with even greater enthusiasm.
July
5.
Woodfords,
two
games.
and LaMontagne.
“ 10. Waquoit Club, E. Rochester
\ Tne State Highway Department has
“ 17. Bar Mills at Bar Mills.
Men and Boys
“ commenced work in Kennebunk, with
“ 24. Ozarks of Portland.
a large crew of men. The road be“ 31. Ft. McKiriley.
The concert and entertainment at?
' tween the town hall and thé depot is to Aug. 7- Bar Mills..
Mousam Opera House Friday night by]
< be newly cdncretèd and filled in. Ken
“ 14. Open
the boys’ band of Deeririg High school«'
nebunk will Be quite a busy place for
“ 21.
is arousing community wide interest
the next three weeks with the steam - “ 28.
“
and a full house is anticipated. The’
I roller working on its streets. The out Sept. 6.
“ Labor Day.
tickets are selling fast by a large num
fit has just come from Ogunquit where
ber of boys and girls. The band comes ■
it has completed laying Out three miles
.under the auspices of the high school,
of concrete road.
club and the proceeds will go largely:
A gang of clever, check raisers is
toward the’ promotion of baseball arid
headed towards Maine, according to Robert Doane has moved into the other athletic activities. There are
•Charles H. Smith, of Boston, who has house owned by the late William Nunan. twenty-five boys in the visiting musi
. been upon the trail of the crooks for Mr. Robert Farquhar of Cambridge, cal organization and not one of them
some time. Detective Smith has traced Mass., was in town last week.
is over 18 years of age. -The boys
/ the gang froin Boston to Springfield,
Mr. Merton Hutchins of Walthain. arrive at the Boston & Maine station
and Holyoke, Mass., to Hartford, Mass., has been spending a few days about 6:45 o’clock in the evening from
Conn., Providence, R. I. and now the with Capt. Hutchin ’i "mother, Mrs. Portland and will march to post office
trail leads toward Maine, where he ex- Elizabeth Hutchins.
square where one or two selections will
. pects them to show up at any time.
be played. The concert at the hall
Mr.C.
H.
Nesler
of
.
New
Jersey
was
. This gang corisists of a woman and
opens at 8 o’clock and a fine program
ï three men and their method, while sim in town one day this week on business of band numbers, trios, duets, readings
ple, has proved very effective in the connected with improvements being and sketches will be rendered. Seats
various places where
they have made about his summer home" here.
Mrs. Grace Perkins, with a party of can.be reserved at Bodge’s store until
operated.
Friday night and then at the Opera
Mr. V. Gilman 'Fiske, the present friends from Kennebunk, spent the House ticket office from 7 to 8 o’clock
week-end
at
her
cottage
here.
owner of the attractive drug store-,
The followirig boys compose the band;
Mrs. James Tarbox of Lynn and Mrs.
famous for its banana splits, has a new
Jesse E. Twitehell, director;Jose
cash register. This machine, besides Charles Penney and daughter of Brock Wallace, Herbert Marshall, William*
ÿ registering the accounts of—the day, ton Mass., are visiting their brother, Trie, Elton Teeney, Stanley Hansom,
throws out a little printed slip of paper, Asa*F. Ridlon
Ralph Crossman, clarinets; Sidney
showing the amount bought, of whom1 There are three guests at the Sinnett Cates, Harold< Brown, > Sterling Shaw,
.the article was purchased,. whether House.
cornets; Raymond Thompsori, Lynn
charged or paid for, and the date of The Simper Paratus Club met last Reynolds, Carl McClain, trombones;
/ the transaction. This stamped slip Wednesday evening with Mrs Frank Henry Hanson, saxaphone; Carroll
that is passed to each customer pre A, Nunan.
Grayfe baritone; Lawrence Wilson,
vents any errors or misunderstanding Mr. E, H. Emery of Sanford spoke in James Conant, Eric Marston, French
: on the part of either the buyer or the church Sunday evening on the sub horns; Norman True, Milton Mad«
seller. To show the advantage'of the ject, “Prohibitiori and the Civic docho, basses; Evans Norcross, Ro
above Mr. Fiske has offered to give League. ’-’
nald Foss, snare drums; Percival
one soda gratis with every dollar’s Mrs. Margaret Clough of Brockton, Teney, ~ bass drum ; Roy Whitcomb
worth of purchases as shown by the Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. Lydia cymbals; Carl Ricker, Burleigh Water
register slips.
man, sketch specialties.
Clough.

Ogunquit

NEWS NOTE
ABOUT TOWN

The War Did Not Stop Us

Importing From Hong-Kong
CHAIRS, ROCKERS, TABLES. STOOLS, LAMPS, TEA WAGONS, HOUR GLASS
CHAIRS, COUCH CHAIRS, Etc.
The most Artistic, Durable and Popular Furniture for SUMMER.
This Furniture is imported and shipped direct from Hong-Kong to us.
sequently, we have very low prices.
OUR SHOW WINDOWS show some of the 138 pieces received.
Low prices will convince you to buy.

Con

FREE DELIVERY

H. P. Atkinson & Sons
(Incorporated)

Atkinson Block,. SACO

Atkinson Block, BIDDEFORD

1 ills IS

: A Money Saving Opportunity of !
j
Importance
Î

I

MAY SALE |
- -

FOUR DAYS ONLY - - -

Thursday, May 13 « Monday, 17
Four Days of
Special Selling to Clean Up
Departments
For Our Summer Opening Display
EVERY DEPARTMENT IN
THIS ESTABLISHMENT
IS REPRESENTED

You Know You Cannot Afford to Miss This Splendid
Money-Saving Opportunity.

Come!

Look!

Investgiate!

The Values Are Unsurpassed!

Cape Porpoise

Be Sure and Come Early
I

:

and Secure Best Values—Because the Biggest Bargains
. 'f ■
HI Will Go First.
■ - -f.

FOUR DAYS ONLY

j

• Thursday,Friday,Saturday and Monday •

:

Lewis Polakewich

:

•
120 Main Street
S BIDDEFORD,
-

•
MAINE •

A Pleasent Place To Shop

•

•

